
Packing list 2020 for the Anti Kohle Kidz („Anti-Coal-Kidz“)
This packing list replaces the general Ende Gelände packing list.

For the action:
 3x FFP2 protective masks - important: without exhalation valve, otherwise you will not protect 

others! (available e.g. in pharmacies; for people where money is really scarce, we provide some 
at the base stations)

 Disinfectants in size to go
 2x biros (for filling in the corona tracking lists individually)
 Corona ID; can be generated here: 

https://www.ende-gelaende.org/corona-rueckverfolgung-2020/#corona_form
 EA-Number (EA = Ermittlungsausschuss = legal team); can be generated here

https://www.ende-gelaende.org/en/eanumber/
 Waterproof shoes (e.g. hiking boots)
 Robust, old clothes that can get dirty („onion principle“ for evening, night and early morning)
 rain jacket / rain trousers
 umbrella/sunshade (preferably with political message)
 sun protection (for the warmer late summer day)
 Tight universal cloth, cap or hat
 Snacks (food and snacks for the blockade - the Küfas („Küche für Alle“ = kitchen for everyone 

- do not always provide them)
 Sufficient water (e.g. 2 litres) also for washing out the eyes
 Refillable water bottles
 Tea (as required to keep warm or to relax in the blockage)
 own crockery & cutlery
 First aid kit for smaller injuries (e.g. 1 kit per affinity group)
 Rescue blanket (gold/silver foil) - good for cold and strong sun
 Medication you need regularly, for the period you want to stay in action and possible periods in 

custody
 Identification papers, in case you want to identify yourself to the police
 Some change in case the police take you into custody and let you go somewhere; we try to 

organise transport options for this case. But safe is better.
 Old sleeping bag - remember, coal is dirty
 As a warmth supplement for the night and protection for your sleeping bag, survival/emergency 

sleeping bags are practical; you can also get a firmer rescue blanket and make a sleeping bag 
from it

 mattress / sleeping mat, which must not get dirty and is not too sensitive to cracking
 Film / tarpaulin as rain protection or for the improvised toilet
 Flashlight or headlamp
 Banner
 Decoration (as ecological as possible) for the action locations
 Books, card games, etc. for somewhat longer blockades
 Musical instruments (preferably robust)
 Street chalk
 Sticker for sticker exchange
 Mother's note, if you are under 18 years old

Make sure that your luggage is not too heavy. You need to be able to move to places of action with it - 
maybe even at a slightly faster pace.

https://www.ende-gelaende.org/en/eanumber/
https://www.ende-gelaende.org/corona-rueckverfolgung-2020/#corona_form


For the base station 

 2-3 Everyday masks
 Tent
 Sleeping bag
 Isomat
 Weatherproof clothing (wool sacks, long underwear as required
 Washing things and towel ...
 Bicycles (the area is partly extensive, please bring your own bikes* with you. It can relax the 

journey)
 Donation money for Küfa & infrastructure (the recommended donation is 10-15€/day)

Also great: donate online even before the campaign! https://www.ende-gelaende.org/spenden

What you should leave at home (or at your accommodation):

 Everything that contains information about you and that you do not necessarily need in the 
action (e.g. calendars, private telephones, glasses passports)

 Anything that can be interpreted as a weapon (yes, in doubt even your favourite little pocket 
knife)

 Camera (There are enough pictures taken by briefed photographers.)
 Consider wearing jewellery that may prove unpleasant in the event of police contact (e.g. 

clearing a sit-in)
 In case the police use tear gas or pepper spray, it is better to avoid using grease creams or make-

up and not to wear contact lenses.
 And of course alcohol and drugs have no place on the blockade!

https://www.ende-gelaende.org/spenden

